Morning Carpool Instructions
Carpool drop off begins at 7:15 am. Cars must wait for the first buses to
unload before entering the drop off area. Carpool must yield to buses
entering the school grounds at the normal entrance gate.
To alleviate morning traffic on Major Parkway, we are asking all parents to
enter the school grounds at the entrance near the Pangburn building.
* Parents with older students will enter lane 1 of the carpool lines and go
straight through to the covered drop off area.
* Parents with younger children will use lanes 3 and 4 to unstrap their child
from car seats, put their book sacks on their back, say their morning
goodbyes, and then proceed to the drop off area.
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Afternoon Carpool Instructions for PreK (3 and 4)
Our PreK students will dismiss at 2:20 pm and be picked up in the front of
the gym. Below is a diagram and description of the pickup procedure.
Cars will enter the school ground on Gator Lane (cement driveway) and
proceed to the student parking lot as shown. When it is time to move into
the pickup area, cars in Lane 1 will proceed to the loading area. Then, Lane
2 will follow. Out of courtesy, those arriving late should be polite and get in
Lane 2 to allow those early arrivals to load first.

Afternoon Carpool Instructions for K and Up
There will be 4 lanes of cars on the gravel area. Lane 1 located at the fence
line next to the playground will be for kindergarten only. Lane 2 will be for 1st,
2nd, and 3rd grade parents only. Lane 3 will be for 4th, 5th, and 6th grade
parents only. Lane 4 will be for 7th-12th grade parents only.
Cars will enter the school grounds at the entrance at the far end of the
elementary playground, closest to the Pangburn building. Cars must get in their
assigned lines. If a carpool student has an older sibling, the older child will
come out with the younger sibling and stand together. If a parent is picking up
other children, they will all stand with the youngest student. We will be loading
our Lane 1 grades immediately after the buses pull out. Out of courtesy, those
arriving late should be polite and get in their assigned lane. If that lane has
already been loaded, you will wait until all students have been loaded to pick
up your child.

